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Abstract

A distributed video coding (DVC) system based on wavelet transform and

set partition coding (SPC) is presented in this paper. Conventionally the

significance map (sig-map) of SPC is not conducive to Slepian-Wolf (SW)

coding, because of the difficulty of generating a side information sig-map

and the sensitivity to decoding errors. The proposed DVC system utilizes

a higher structured significance map, named progressive significance map

(prog-sig-map), which structures the significance information into two parts:

a high-level summation significance map (sum-sig-map) and a low-level com-

plementary significance map (comp-sig-map). This prog-sig-map alleviates

the above difficulties and thus makes part of the prog-sig-map (specifically,

the fixed-length-coded comp-sig-map) suitable for SW coding. Simulation re-

sults are provided showing the improved rate-distortion performance of the

DVC system even with a simple system configuration.
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1. Introduction

Distributed video coding (DVC) is a class of distributed source coding

(DSC) applied to video source data. It is currently a subject of intense

research. In a number of articles in the DSC literature, set partition coding

(SPC), usually combined with wavelet transform, is used as the source coder

preparing the data for Slepian-Wolf (SW) coding. SPC is a widely used

technique for image and video compression, used in the JPEG 2000 [1, 2]

image compression standard and the new 2D lossy-to-lossless compression

algorithm recently standardized by the Consultative Committee for Space

Data Systems (CCSDS) [3, 4]. It has also been successfully applied to several

other well-known image coding algorithms including SPIHT [5], SPECK [6],

SWEET [7], SBHP [8], and EZBC [9]. A comprehensive tutorial on SPC and

its usage in wavelet coding systems can be found in the monographs [10, 11]

and the textbook [12].

A salient feature of SPC is that its compressed bitstream divides naturally

into two components: a significance map (sig-map) that conveys location

information; and a value bitstream that conveys intensity information of signs

and lower order bits of wavelet coefficients. According to the DVC tradition,

the module that reflects the DSC principle is referred to as a Slepian-Wolf

codec, which includes an SW encoder and an SW decoder. The frame to be

SW coded is referred to as an SW frame. In most cases of DSC, only the

value data of an SPC bitstream are SW coded. For example, Guo et.al. [13]

codes the SW frame with single-pass ZTE [14] coding, where the significance
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map is coded in normal intra-frame or intra mode (sent out directly without

SW coding), and only significant coefficients are further SW coded. A similar

strategy is used when the SW frames are SPIHT coded [15, 16]. In another

work, a modified quadtree scanning is applied, wherein the decision bits from

the quadtree scanning, similar to the significance map, is still intra coded [17].

The significance map occupies about 60% of the SPC bitstream for bit

rates giving recovery quality measured by PSNR’s in the 30 to 40 dB range,

which covers almost all video viewing experiences. An efficient DSC system

should try to SW code the sig-map in addition to the value information.

However, the conventional sig-map is not conducive to SW coding, mainly

because of two difficulties.

• It is hard or impossible to generate a qualified side information (SI) sig-

map at the decoder, which should be of the same length as the original

sig-map and be simultaneously bit-wise correlated with the original

one.

• The conventional sig-map is highly error sensitive. Decoding errors

are unavoidable for SW decoder even though the error rate could be

very low. Due to error propagation and the consequent loss of coding

synchronization, even a single decoding error can be catastrophic.

To alleviate these difficulties, there are two existing strategies, both of which

try to express (part of) the significance locations with fixed-length codes. In

the first strategy the SPC is abandoned, and the significance locations, which

are the locations of significant sets and pixels, are coded via a position-by-

position scan of the DWT coefficients [18]. The second strategy extracts a
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fixed-length-coded part of the location information and SW codes just that

part. For example, one method [19] separates the sig-map of SPIHT into two

parts called SD and SP. The SD information, indicating whether or not a tree

is a zerotree, is intra coded (without SW coding). For non-zerotrees, SP bits

are sent out indicating the significance of every tested subset (coefficients

and/or descendant subtrees) in the current tested tree. In this way, the SP

is of fixed length. The decoder can produce side information SP′ with the

help of SD. With either strategy, the sig-map alleviates the difficulty of SI

generation, thanks to the fixed length property. Such a sig-map however still

faces the hurdle of loss of synchronization. Even a single bit error in the

decoded sig-map (or the SP) may destroy the whole decoding that follows.

The progressive significance map (prog-sig-map) [20] introduces a layered

structure to represent the significance information. It consists of a summa-

tion significance map (sum-sig-map) and a fixed-length-coded complementary

significance map (comp-sig-map. The sum-sig-map occupies about 60% and

the comp-sig-map about 40% of the prog-sig-map for the common video

bit rates. Thanks to the constraint of the sum-sig-map and the fixed-length

property of the comp-sig-map, the decoding errors associated with the comp-

sig-map would not propagate within the comp-sig-map or to the decoding of

the sum-sig-map. In this paper, we propose a wavelet-based DVC system

using SPC with the prog-sig-map to make both the comp-sig-map (the fixed-

length part of the prog-sig-map) and the value information suitable for SW

coding.

To our knowledge, there was only one previous attempt to SW encode the

significance map. In this work [21], the significance map was divided into bits
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from direct and indirect descendants, which were separately SW encoded in

each bit plane. Sychronization of these relatively short bitstream segments

can be maintained between the key and SW frames only when they are very

highly correlated. For the multi-spectral images in their simulations, that

was the case, but for video sequences, the target source in this paper, such

synchrony could not be maintained. Thus, this method is inapplicable to

video.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief overview of the

progressive significance map is provided in Section 2. We introduce the

proposed DVC system in Section 3. Modules in the system are detailed

in Section 4. Section 5 provides the simulation results. Finally, Section 6

concludes the paper.

2. Overview the Progressive Significance Map

A significance map conveys the location information of significant sets

and pixels, generated from the significance tests (sig-tests), and indicates

the execution path of an SPC process. There are various set structures and

partitioning rules in different SPC coders (such as the spatial orientation tree

in SPIHT [5], the quadtree and octave banding partitioning in SPECK [6]

and SWEET [7], etc.). They all use the core sig-test that can be uniformly

referred to as the (c, w) test. The c denotes the number of candidates, defined

as the sets (including singleton sets) to be sig-tested; the w denotes the

number of winners, defined as the newly found significant sets in the sig-test.

Conventionally each candidate is assigned a binary indicator I signalling

whether or not it is a winner (I = 1, if winner; I = 0, otherwise). In
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this way, a (c, w) test generates c indicators {I1, I2, ..., Ic}, which go to the

conventional sig-map.

The progressive sig-map also consists of the results of a series of correlated

(c, w) tests, but in a layered structure, using a sum-sig-map and a comp-sig-

map. The sum-sig-map conveys how many of the c candidates are winners.

The number of winners w is actually the summation of the c indicators as

w =
∑c

i=1 Ii. If w = 0 or w = c, the c indicators must be all 0’s or all 1’s,

respectively. If 0 < w < c, there are M =
(

c

w

)

different choices for the w

winners out of the c candidates. In this case, the comp-sig-map is introduced.

For most 2D SPC methods, the candidate number c satisfies c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},

so six types of (c,w) tests ((2, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 1), (4, 2), and (4, 3) tests)

need a comp-sig-map. In the variable-length comp-sig-map, Huffman codes

are used to code a set of M equally probable symbols for each (c, w) type.

To build the fixed-length-coded comp-sig-map, additional bits are appended

to the shorter Huffman codewords so as to make them of the same length

as the longer ones for each (c, w) type. In this way, a (c, w) test has a fixed

number L(c, w) of complementary bits, according to L(c, w) = ⌈log2M⌉.

The fixed-length feature of the comp-sig-map enables the generation of

a qualified SI comp-sig-map. In addition, if the sum-sig-map is correct, it

will produce correct winner numbers. Under the condition of correct winner

numbers, the fixed-length comp-sig-map is robust to bit errors, in the sense

that bit errors in the comp-sig-map will impact only locally instead of prop-

agating within the comp-sig-map or to the sum-sig-map and value data. In

this way, the prog-sig-map alleviates the drawbacks (SI generation difficulty

and high sensitivity to decoding errors) of the conventional sig-map in DVC
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application. Thus, the fixed-length comp-sig-map is a good source for SW

coding. For details concerning the compression performance of the prog-sig-

map and the error resilience of the fixed-length comp-sig-map, please refer

to its original paper [20].

3. Proposed DVC System

The proposed DVC system is illustrated in Figure 1. This system is an

implementation of Wyner’s DSC scheme[22] using punctured or rate adaptive

low-density parity check (LDPC) codes. Explanations of Wyner’s scheme

and principles of distributed source coding may be found in the textbook by

Pearlman and Said[12]. Different from existing DSC schemes using coders

that generate significance maps (sig-maps), part of the sig-map, the fixed-

length part called the comp-sig-map, serves as the SW coding object and is

robust to decoding errors. In order to highlight the key point (the SW coding

of the comp-sig-map), we adopt very simple techniques for other modules. A

video sequence is split into key frames and SW frames. The key frames are

coded with conventional intra coding methods, such as H.264 intra coding,

JPEG 2000, normal 2D SPIHT, and so forth. The SW frames are coded in

a distributed way. A GOF (group of frames) of length 2 is used — the even

frames are key frames and the odd frames are SW frames.

An SW frame is first set partition coded to generate its prog-sig-map,

comprising the sum-sig-map S and the fixed-length comp-sig-map M , and

significant value information V , comprising signs and refinement bits. The

sum-sig-map S is sent to the output bitstream directly; the fixed-length

comp-sig-map M and the value information V are SW coded, separately.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed DVC system based on SPC with prog-sig-map.

An SW encoder includes a channel encoder and a parity generator. The

channel encoder computes a set of syndrome bits. These syndrome bits are

buffered and incrementally sent to the decoder which iteratively asks for

augmented syndrome bits via the feedback channel until successful decoding

is achieved. The parity generators calculate error-checking bits, that are sent

to the decoder to help detect false positive decoding.

The decoding of a SW frame is more complex. The key frames are as-

sumed to be losslessly available at the decoder. An estimation of the original

SW frame is calculated from the available key frames. This estimated frame

is called a reference frame, which is exploited when generating the side in-

formation for both the comp-sig-map and the value data. Although there

are many sophisticated estimation methods to produce the reference frame,

for simplicity, we average the co-located pixels of the key frames right before
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and after the current SW frame. The frame consisting of these average values

serves as the reference frame Z in our system.

The significance map of the SW frame is first decoded. Within the signif-

icance map, the sum-sig-map S is received directly and decoded convention-

ally. The SW-coded comp-sig-map M needs to be SW-decoded. Recall that

M comprises the syndrome of the comp-sig-map, so conveys only signals in

a specific coset of the channel code. One must use the side-information MSI

to determine the most likely signal in the coset. Its side information MSI

is produced in the “SI Estimation” module, where MSI is estimated via a

virtual set partition decoding of the Z reference frame under the guidance

of the sum-sig-map S. Specifically, for each significance test of the virtual

decoding process, only candidate number c (inferred from previous tests) and

winner number w (decoded from the sum-sig-map S) are available; the indi-

cators of the sig-test must be estimated based on the co-located coefficients

of the reference frame Z. Based on (c, w) and the estimated indicators, we

get the corresponding comp-bits, which form the side information MSI of the

comp-sig-map. The details of this estimation are provided in Section 4.2.

In the SW decoder, channel decoding (syndrome-adjusted LDPC decoding)

is applied on MSI adjusted by the received syndrome to recover the comp-

sig-map M̂ . After each channel decoding and parity checking, the success

or failure is signaled to the encoder, asking for the syndrome of the next

codeword or asking for augmented syndrome bits until successful decoding

is achieved. The recovered comp-sig-map M̂ is fed back to the SI estima-

tor, because the next MSI codeword will be estimated upon the successfully

decoded codewords.
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After sig-map recovery, the decoder reconstructs the value data. Before

the SW decoding of value data, the side information VSI must be produced

first. The SI estimator applies the decoded sum-sig-map S and M̂ to the

reference frame Z and extracts the signs and refinement bits from Z to form

the side information VSI . Then SW decoding is performed. Similar to the SW

decoding of the comp-sig-map, channel decoding (syndrome-adjusted LDPC

decoding) is applied on VSI adjusted by the received syndrome to reconstruct

the value information V̂ . After each channel decoding and parity checking,

the success or failure is signaled to the encoder. Upon a decoding failure,

augmented syndrome bits will be transmitted to the decoder until successful

decoding is achieved. Then the decoder continues decoding the next value

codeword.

Finally, the normal set partition decoding is performed to recover the SW

frame X̂ , using the sum-sig-map S, the comp-sig-map M̂ , and the value data

V̂ .

4. System Modules

In this section, we describe the details of the important modules in the

proposed DVC system.

4.1. SW Encoding of Comp-sig-map

The SW encoder includes a channel encoder and a parity generator. It

embodies the distributed coding strategy, that is, the rate of the output data

is lower bounded by H(M |MSI) [23] instead of H(M). The rate-adaptive

LDPC accumulated (LDPCA) codes for distributed source coding [24] are

used as the channel codes. The comp-sig-map M is blocked into n-bit words
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that are inputs to the SW encoder. For each input word, n syndrome bits

are accumulated and buffered at the encoder and are sent incrementally.

The initial transmitted syndrome length should be decided by the SW

boundary H(M |MSI). Since the statistics between the source and the side

information are not available at the encoder, the SW boundary must be

estimated based on properly designed correlation model for M and MSI .

There are some existing techniques, such as the ones used in a state-of-

the-art DVC codec DISCOVER [25]. Instead, we simply transmit from

the mimimum number of syndrome bits (n × 2/66) supported by the LD-

PCA program code [26]. The program code provides a compression fraction

m/n ∈ {2/66, 3/66, ..., 66/66}, where m is the number of transmitted syndrome

bits and n is the input word length. Upon channel decoding failure, more

syndrome bits (corresponding to the minimum increment 1/66 of the compres-

sion fraction in LDPCA program code) are requested and transmitted, until

successful decoding is obtained. When computing the compressed bit rate in

our simulations, the feedback bits are not counted. To detect false positive

LDPC decoding, six parity bits are computed and sent out for each code-

word. They are the parities of the complementary bits from the six types of

sig-tests ((2, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 1), (4, 2), and (4, 3) tests), respectively.

4.2. SI Comp-sig-map Generation

The side information comp-sig-map MSI is an estimation of the original

comp-sig-map M . The estimation is directed by the sum-sig-map S (or

equivalently w) and exploits the coefficient values of the reference frame Z.

Specifically, a virtual decoding is performed under the indication of the sum-

sig-map. In the virtual process, a sig-test can infer the candidate number c
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from previous tests and get the winner number w from the sum-sig-map. A

real decoding must know the indicators for the sig-test in order to properly

perform set partitioning or value recovering; while the virtual one only knows

that, among the c tested sets, there are w winners/significant sets. The

virtual decoder must “guess” the locations of the w winners out of the c

candidates, from the
(

c

w

)

possible choices, and then generates the estimated

c indicators accordingly. Based on (c,w) and the estimated indicators, we

get the corresponding comp-bits, which form the side information MSI of the

comp-sig-map. This guess/decision is based on the co-located coefficients

of the reference frame Z and is used to create the side information VSI for

SW-decoding the value data of the current SW frame.

4.2.1. A Simple Decision Strategy

We recall that the reference frame Z is an estimation of the current SW

frame. The Z can be expected to be highly correlated/similar to the current

SW frame X . Consider the following situation.

For frame X , there are c candidate coefficients or single element sets,

with coordinates {S1, S2, ..., Sc}, of which w are significant. We want to es-

timate/decide which w of the c candidates are winners. Denote the co-located

frame-Z coefficients as {Z(S1), Z(S2), ..., Z(Sc)}, among which {Z(Si1), Z(Si2), ..., Z(Siw)}

have the maximum magnitudes. Since frame Z is quite similar to frame X , it

is reasonable to decide that the frame-X coefficients located at {Si1 , Si2, ..., Siw}

are the w winners out of the c candidates.
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4.2.2. The Decision Strategy

We now present a more comprehensive decision strategy for choosing

the locations of the winners. For a sig-test with c condidates, located at

{S1, ..., Sc}, and w winners, there are
(

c

w

)

different choices for the w winners

out of the c candidates. For each possible choice m,m ∈ {1, 2, ...,
(

c

w

)

}, the

winners under the choice m are denoted by {Si1(m), Si2(m), ..., Siw(m)}, where

il(m), l ∈ {1, 2, ..., w}, indexes the lth possible winner under choice m.

When the candidates are single-element sets, the co-located frame-Z co-

efficients are {Z(Si1(m)), Z(Si2(m)), ..., Z(Siw(m))}. Define average magnitude

Ām for choice m as

Ām =

w
∑

l=1

|Z(Sil(m))|

w
. (1)

The optimal choice m̂ is the one with maximum Ā as

m̂ = argmax
m

{Ām}. (2)

and the corresponding optimal average magnitude is Â = Ām̂.

Otherwise, when the candidates are multi-element sets, define the average

descendent magnitude B̄m of choice m as

B̄m =

w
∑

l=1

B̂(Sil(m))

w
. (3)

where B̂(Sil(m)) is the average descendant magnitude of the optimal indicator

choice for the subsets that are descended from Sil(m). The optimal choice m̂

is still the one having the maximum value as

m̂ = argmax
m

{B̄m}. (4)
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and the corresponding optimal average descendant magnitude is B̂ = B̄m̂.

In summary, the decision for multi-element sets are based on the descendant

magnitude B̄m of each choice (as in (4)), while the descendant magnitude

B̄m is further based on the descendant magnitude of each possible winner

Sil(m), l = 1, 2, ..., w, (as in (3)).

4.2.3. Implementation

The estimation process of any set S (to be divided into single- or multi-

element subsets) is implemented with the function optimalB(S), defined in

Algorithm 1. To obtain the optimal descendant magnitude B̂ of a multi-

element set Sil(m), the function optimalB(S) is called recursively, as in the

step B̂(Sil(m)) = optimalB(Sil(m)). However, if Sil(m) is a single-element

set, it cannot be further set partitioned and consequently has no “real” de-

scendant magnitude. In this case, we set B̂(Sil(m)) as the magnitude of the

co-located frame Z coefficient |Z(Sil(m))|, which agrees with the expression

in (1). This case serves as the stop condition for the recursion.

Upon the decision of the optimal indicator choices for the sig-tests, the

fixed-length comp-bits corresponding to the optimal choice m̂ will go to MSI .

Because the sig-test order in this virtual decoding (producing MSI) is consis-

tent with that in the encoding process (producing original M), the estimated

MSI and the original M are bit-wise correlated and of the same length. If

a frame X∗ is recovered indicated by S and MSI , it will be the one that is

most similar to the reference frame Z among all possible recovered frames

satisfying the sum-sig-map S.
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Algorithm 1 optimalB(S)

• Set partition S into set group {S1, ..., Sc}.

• Get w for the set group.

• For each possible choice m ∈ {1, 2, ...,
(

c

w

)

}, calculate the corresponding

average descendant magnitude B̄m as below.

– For each possible winner Sil(m), l ∈ {1, 2, ..., w}, under choice m,

achieve its optimal descendant magnitude B̂(Sil(m)) as below.

∗ If Sil(m) is a multi-element set,

B̂(Sil(m)) = optimalB(Sil(m))

∗ Else, Sil(m) is a single-element set,

B̂(Sil(m)) = |Z(Sil(m))|

– Calculate B̄m =

w
∑

l=1

B̂(Sil(m))

w
.

• Decide m̂ = argmaxm{B̄m} and set B̂ = B̄m̂.

• Return B̂.
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4.3. SW Decoding of Comp-sig-map

The SW decoder includes an intrinsic Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) calcu-

lator, a channel decoder, and a decoding error detector. It aims at recovering

the comp-sig-map M̂ from the SI comp-sig-map MSI .

The channel decoder performs LDPCA [24] decoding. The LDPC graph

structure is properly modified each time it receives an additional increment

of the syndrome. Then the syndrome-adjusted LDPC iterative decoding

method [27] can be applied using the syndrome bits, the LDPC graph struc-

ture for the current syndrome, and the intrinsic LLRs of the source bits. The

intrinsic LLR calculation is introduced later. The LDPC decoder is the most

computationally intensive module in the whole proposed system.

Each LDPCA decoded codeword will be checked in the error detector.

Upon successful channel decoding, three conditions should be satisfied.

• The LDPC syndrome.

• The parity bits.

• The (c, w) constraint and padding bit constraint.

An example of the (c, w) constraint is that, in a (4, 2)-test, the 3 fixed-length

comp-bits could not be 000 or 111, which are not included in the codebook

for the (4, 2)-test. In addition, when M or MSI is blocked into codewords,

the comp-bits from a test are not cut off to be assigned to two codewords,

so some bits (such as 0’s) are padded to the end of a codeword to make it of

length n. The padding bits in the recovered codeword should be the same as

those added originally.
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After each LDPC decoding, the decoding failure or success is signaled

to the encoder, asking for augmented syndrome bits or asking for the syn-

drome of the next codeword. In the worst case, all n syndrome bits are

requested and transmitted to the decoder, in which case successful decoding

is guaranteed [24].

4.3.1. Intrinsic LLR Calculation

To perform the syndrome-adjusted LDPC iterative decoding [27], the

source nodes are seeded with the intrinsic LLR of the source bits. Then the

messages are computed and passed back and forth between the source nodes

and the syndrome nodes according to the equations in Section III-B of the

original paper by Liveris et. al. [27] until the estimated source bits converge.

Let {x1, x2, ..., xn} denote the source bits, i.e., the code-bits in the original

comp-sig-map M ; let {y1, y2, ..., yn} denote the SI bits, i.e., the code-bits in

the MSI codeword. The intrinsic LLR of source bit i is defined as

LLRi = log
Pr[xi = 0|yi]

Pr[xi = 1|yi]
= (1− 2yi)log

1− pi
pi

(5)

where pi = Pr[xi 6= yi|yi] and i = 1, 2, ..., n. It is similar to Equation (1)

of Liveris’ paper, where the correlation channel between the source and SI

bits is modeled as a binary symmetric channel (BSC), and thus pi = Pr[xi 6=

yi|yi] = Pr[xi 6= yi] = p. However, in our application, the pi is related to the

test type (c, w). Define the following notations.

• p
(0)
i = Pr[xi 6= yi|yi = 0]

• p
(1)
i = Pr[xi 6= yi|yi = 1]

• (ci, wi) : the type of the sig-test generating bit i.
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• pe : the error probability of the (ci, wi) test.

For a (c, w) test, p
(0)
i and p

(1)
i can be expressed in terms of c, w, and pe in

the following equations.

p
(0)
i =

(

c−1
w−1

)

(

c

w

)

− 1
× pe (6)

p
(1)
i =

(

c−1
w

)

(

c

w

)

− 1
× pe (7)

The pe for each test type can be estimated separately. For simplicity, we

estimate pe for all test types in the current codeword, by means of comparing

the last K (such as 100) test units in MSI with those in M̂ .

In summary, for each codeword, the test error probability pe is first es-

timated. Given the MSI code-bits {yi}, i = 1, 2, ..., n, the intrinsic LLR for

each source bit i is calculated according to (5), where

pi =















p
(0)
i , if yi = 0;

p
(1)
i , if yi = 1.

(8)

and p
(0)
i or p

(1)
i is calculated from pe according to (6) and (7), given the test

type (ci, wi). Then the LLRi, i = 1, 2, ..., n, are used by LDPC decoding (in

the same way as the qi,0 in Liveris’ paper).

4.4. SW Bypass of Comp-sig-map

When decoding to the lower bit-planes, the correlation between original

comp-sig-map M and its side information MSI is quite small. This small cor-

relation translates to a length of the SW syndrome output that approaches

the length of the comp-sig-map input. Given the 3% to 5% penalty in-

troduced by this fixed-length structure within the prog-sig-map, SW coding
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should be bypassed when it fails to achieve compression relative to arithmetic

coding of the conventional sig-map. For this purpose, we define a compres-

sion fraction η to be the length of the syndrome output divided by the length

of the comp-sig-map, which is expressed more formally as

η =
L(syndrome output for SW coding of comp-sig-map)

L(comp-sig-map)
, (9)

where L denotes the bitstream length. As syndrome bits are output pro-

gressively, the compression fraction η is monitored so that when it reaches

a certain value ηB, SW coding is bypassed and conventional coding ensues.

This value ηB, called the boundary fraction, signifies when the prog-sig-map

bitstream has the same length as the arithmetic coded conventional sig-map.

Therefore, ηB represents the largest fraction that maintains a reduced bit-

stream length after the SW coding of comp-sig-map. In this way, the per-

formance of the proposed system is never worse than the performance of the

corresponding SPC with the conventional sig-map.

Here we intend to use a predetermined boundary fraction ηB found by

offline experiments, so as to obviate the continuous monitoring of η while

encoding. In order to determine ηB, we encoded two images through different

last thresholds. For all thresholds in both sequences, the boundary fraction

is very close to 0.9. Therefore, we use ηB = 0.9 as the SW bypass condition

in all our following encoding simulations. Allowing this 10% reduction of

comp-sig-map bits compensates for the 3-5% penalty introduced by fixed-

length coding. When the average compression fraction of the last J (an

empirical J = 4 in our simulation) LDPC words exceeds ηB, the following

coding of the current frame will bypass the SW module and be conventionally

coded.
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4.5. SW Codec for Value Information

The SW encoding of value information V is quite similar to that of comp-

sig-map, including the LDPCA encoder and buffer. Instead of the parity

generator for comp-sig-map M , the 8-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) [28]

calculation is applied to each value codeword.

The decoding of value information is performed after the comp-sig-map

decoding. The decoded prog-sig-map (S and M̂) is applied to the reference

frame Z to extract the signs and refinement bits, forming the SI value in-

formation VSI , which is used by SW decoder. The SW decoder includes an

LDPCA decoder and an 8-bit CRC check. The LDPCA decoder is similar

to the one for comp-sig-map SW decoding. In our simulation, the intrinsic

LLR’s are calculated based on a fixed crossover probability p = 0.1, for all

code-bits in all codewords for simplicity. A better-estimated p will result

in better performance, which we leave for future work. After each LDPC

decoding, the LDPC syndrome and the CRC-8 summations are checked to

decide a successful or failed decoding, whereupon a signal is sent back to the

encoder asking for more syndrome bits or asking for the syndrome of the next

codeword. The SW coding is bypassed when the average SW compression

fraction of the last 3 LDPC codewords exceeds 0.95.

4.6. Reconstruction

The recovered M̂ and V̂ are sent to the normal set partition decoder,

reconstructing the SW frame X̂, together with the sum-sig-map S. If the

M̂ and V̂ are exactly the same as M and V , the recovered X̂ will be the

same as the recovered frame X∗ from conventional set partition coding (in

the intra coding style) with the same last coded bit-plane. Even if there are
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some bit errors in the M̂ , the M̂ errors in a set (tree/block) will result in

the recovery of some significance values to erroneous coordinates within that

specific set, but will not impact the recovery of other sets, analogous to the

locally damaging error pattern [20]. In this way, an erroneous SW decoding

would not corrupt the whole following decoding process.

5. Simulation Results

Recall that the purpose of distributed source coding is to provide a low

complexity encoder at the expense of additional complexity in the decoder

and to achieve performance comparable to the conventional high complex-

ity encoder and lower complexity decoder. The objectives of the following

simulations are two-fold:

1. to prove that our method using the progressive significance map achieves

results that are superior to the parallel distibuted method using the

conventional significance map and to the non-distributed all-intra method

of the same coding algorithm;

2. to show that our method achieves results that are close in perfor-

mance or comparable to the best high complexity distributed and non-

distributed video coding methods.

Two-dimensional SPIHT is employed as the set partition coding method

in the simulations. The 3-level DWT with Daubechies’ 9/7 filters [29] is

applied to the frames. The channel code used for the Slepian-Wolf codec

is an irregular LDPCA code of length 396 [26]. We compare our proposed

method with the following five codecs.
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1. The all-intra 2D SPIHT, the origin and basis of the poposed DVC

system.

2. SPIHT DVC system with SW coding of value (sign and refinement)

bits and non-SW coded conventional significance map [15].

3. H.264/AVC all-intra coding is the well known DCT-based intra-frame

codec. It exploits the spatial correlation efficiently at the cost of some

computational complexity.

4. H.264/AVC IBI is an inter coding method with no motion estima-

tion/compensation. It thus has a lower encoding complexity compared

to the full H.264/AVC inter-frame codec since it uses the co-located

blocks in the previous and/or future reference frames for prediction. It

is often used as a comparative method in DVC simulations [25, 18].

5. DISCOVER [25] is a well developed DCT-based DVC codec with LDPCA-

based SW coding. Several coding modules in DISCOVER are much

more mutual and efficient than the proposed DVC codec, such as the

reference frame generation, side information extraction, virtual channel

model, and soft input calculation.

The intention of the first two items in the list of methods fulfills the first

objective. The intention of the next three items fulfills the second objective

of the simulations. The proposed DVC codec is evaluated for the SW frames

only, because we assume that the key frames are available losslessly at the

decoder. Thus the reported rate/distortion does not include the key frames.

Three test QCIF (176×144) sequences are chosen for the simulations: hall

monitor with very low motion, foreman with moderate motion, and soccer

with high motion content. Each sequence consists of 150 luminance frames
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at 15 Hz.

Figure 2 provides the rate-distortion performance, measured in PSNR

versus bit rate, of the six codecs on the three test sequences. Notice that

the first objective is fulfilled, since the proposed coder beats the value-only

distributed SPIHT coder, which in turn beats the all-intra SPIHT, for all

tested sequences. In fact, the value-only SPIHT lies close to midway in per-

formance between all-intra SPIHT and the proposed coder. The points on

these graphs were obtained by decoding the SPIHT bitstreams to the end of

selected bitplanes. That equalizes the distortion for the same bitplane for a

given source. Taking the three test images together, at PSNR’s between 34

and 35 dB, the rate gap between the proposed and all-intra SPIHT coder

shrinks from 124 to 53 to 8 kbps, from the low motion hall monitor to mod-

erate motion foreman to high motion soccer. The corresponding rate savings

percentage-wise are 40, 18, and 4 %. The corresponding gaps in rate between

value-only and all-intra SPIHT are 58, 24, and 5 kbps with respective rate

savings of 24, 9.3, and 2.6 %.

Regarding the second objective, the comparative performance of the pro-

posed coder varies depending on the degree of motion. In the case of hall

monitor, the proposed method improves the PSNR performance by about

2 dB and 4 dB compared to the two intra methods, H.264 intra and 2D

SPIHT, respectively, but it is not as good as the DISCOVER DVC system.

For foreman the proposed method has similar performance with DISCOVER

and H.264 intra, and is more than 1 dB better than 2D SPIHT. The per-

formance of the DISCOVER system is degraded significantly with soccer,

which contains large and rapid movements. The proposed method however
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still provides a stable rate-distortion performance, which is a little better

than 2D SPIHT, about 2 dB higher than DISCOVER, and about 1 dB lower

than H.264 intra. The inter-frame codec (the H.264/AVC IBI) outperforms

the other methods for all sequences. The following observations may also be

gleaned.

• The performance of the distributed systems (DISCOVER and the pro-

posed system) decreases as the video movement level increases (from

hall monitor to foreman and soccer), which is obvious when comparing

with the H.264 intra coding curves. This can be explained by the ac-

curacy of the reference frame. For video with low movements, higher

correlated side information can be extracted from a more accurate ref-

erence frame, and consequently better compression can be achieved in

the distributed way.

• As the motion decreases (from soccer to foreman and hall monitor),

the performance of DISCOVER improves significantly, because of its

effective reference-frame-generation approach. The proposed system

adopts a very simple method (the average of two key frames) to produce

its reference frame, which is of lower accuracy. With an improved

estimation on reference frame, the proposed system can be expected to

be more efficient. This is left for the future work.

6. Conclusion

The proposed DVC system takes advantage of the prog-sig-map and thus

enables both the fixed-length-coded comp-sig-map and the value information
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of SPC to be SW coded. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time

that part of the sig-map can be SW coded and is simultaneously robust to

decoding errors, thanks to the fixed-length feature and the consequent er-

ror resilience feature of the comp-sig-map. Simulation results show that the

proposed DVC system may significantly improve the rate-distortion perfor-

mance compared with its counterparts of SW coding of the value bits in the

conventional sig-map and all-intra SPIHT coding and is competitive with the

state-of-the-art DVC codec—DISCOVER.

It is known that the accuracy of the reference frame influences signifi-

cantly the rate-distortion performance, because better correlated SI can be

extracted. For the proposed DVC codec, a better rate-distortion performance

can be expected, with an effective reference frame generation module. The

proposed SW coding of the prog-sig-map is also suitable for some state-of-

the-art DWT-based DVC codecs [18, 30], where the effective source classi-

fication, advanced temporal interpolation, iterative MMSE estimation, etc.

techniques make their performance somewhere between H.264/AVC all-intra

and H.264/AVC IBI. However, their position-by-position sig-map is still very

sensitive to decoding errors. The proposed scheme can alleviate this prob-

lem. At the same time, further compression can be expected, due to the

beneficial SPC (which was abandoned in [18, 30]) and the SW coding of the

comp-sig-map, especially when there is highly correlated side information.
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Figure 2: Rate-distortion performances of test video.
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